USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10506.24

Jon says:
Summary: The CIV, CNS, and FCO have somehow found their way in what appears to be a cloning facility. They also appear to have found the "boy" they were searching for. Or at least his clones. As they investigate, the turbolift that brought them to this area closes its doors and returns to the upper levels, leaving the three stranded below.
Jon says:
Meanwhile, after dragging the unconscious CO away from the bar fight that erupted, the other Away Team along with their Cardassian allies and regrouping by a retail shop across the promenade from the bar. Questions still remain as to whether or not their 'allies' can be trusted.
Jon says:
ACTD Productions proudly presents.
Jon says:
The Counterpart - 10506.24, Part 9
Jon says:
=/\==/\==/\=RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
FCO_Williams says:
#CIV/CNS: Are you guys alright? We need to get out of here before we are detected.
Glinn_Pomar says:
@Mileck: She is badly wounded and she needs attention fast.
CNS_Bauer says:
#FCO/CIV: Keep an eye on the turbo lift doors. We should expect that the lift moved off to make a pick up. Be prepared to fire.
CEO_Lt_Running_Horse says:
@::has regained consciousness but is in serious pain and groaning::
OTO_Photz says:
#ACTION: THE TURBOLIFT APPROACHES THE AWAY TEAM'S POSITION.
FCO_Williams says:
#::looks towards CNS/CIV with a concerned look on his face:: CNS: Roger that ::takes up position to cover lift::
CEO_Lt_Running_Horse says:
@Mileck/Pomar: It is a trap....... ::gasps for air::........ Watch your backs...... people  ::falls out again::
CNS_Bauer says:
#FCO: I don't see another exit. Is there one?
FCO_Williams says:
#::check weapon settings, notices lift is returning. Awaits door to open::
OPS_L`yaian says:
@::gives the CEO a funny look:: Self: trap...?
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Begins uploading data from the labs computers::
OTO_Photz says:
ACTION: THE TURBOLIFT DOORS OPEN AND THE AWAY TEAM SPOTS TWO SECURITY OFFICERS ESCORTING THE 'BOY'
FCO_Williams says:
#CNS: Can't see another way out and not too many places to hide either. ::keeps eyes on TL doors::
OTO_Henz says:
#BOY: How you got out of here is beyond me.
FCO_Williams says:
#::tries to remain hidden and listen to conversation::
CNS_Bauer says:
#::As the doors of the Turbolift open is surprised to see a boy clone with two officers::
OTO_Photz says:
#BOY: Next time we find you wondering the corridors, we'll terminate you.
FCO_Williams says:
#::ready to return fire if required::
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Hides out of site::
Glinn_Pomar says:
@OPS: If we don't get her to the infirmary she will die. She is losing a lot of blood.
OTO_Photz says:
ACTION: DUE TO THE BAR FIGHT, NO SHIPS ARE PERMITTED TO DEPART THE OUTPOST.
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Listening intently to their conversation::
CMO_Kimura says:
@::strolls out onto the promenade, two disruptors in her hands and looks around:: ALL: What the hell is going on here, huh?
OPS_L`yaian says:
@Glinn: I know that... We can't exactly leave if they're not letting anyone leave the outpost though...
OTO_Henz says:
#::looks for an empty chamber::
OTO_Henz says:
#BOY: Which unit did you come out of?
OPS_L`yaian says:
@::turns:: CMO: There you are, Running Horse was hurt in the bar fight, we need to get her fixed up...
OTO_Photz says:
#::looks at the boy as he stares blankly back at the Orion::
CMO_Kimura says:
@::swears as she sees the state of the CEO:: OPS: Any medical facilities available?
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Watches the guards as they try to place the boy back in stasis::
OTO_Henz says:
#::knocks the boy onto the ground with a backhand::
FCO_Williams says:
#::keeps low, looks for the best way out::
OTO_Henz says:
#BOY: Tell us! I don't want to have to cover the expenses of your death.
Host Gul_Mileck says:
@AT: Well, you've all managed to get into quite a mess here.
OTO_Photz says:
#::watches the boy fall to the ground::
CMO_Kimura says:
@OPS: We're going to take her back to the shuttle. There's a first aid kit there.
FCO_Williams says:
#::cringes at the blow, feels anger starting to build::
OPS_L`yaian says:
@::pulls the data padd with the stations map on it out of her pocket:: CMO: Dunno, hold on, we'll see if there's anything we can use... isn't there something back on the shuttle?
OTO_Henz says:
#::gives the boy a kick to the stomach::
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Looks over at Williams not pleased with the tactics the officers are using on the boy. Wants to intervene::
OTO_Henz says:
#BOY: Tell us!
CNS_Bauer says:
#FCO: Nods to Williams as a signal top move in and take them out quick::
OTO_Photz says:
#::pulls out his disruptor and aims it at the boy::
OTO_Photz says:
#BOY: I'm counting to three!
FCO_Williams says:
#::sees the CNS looking at him, shakes his head in the negative, indicating we can not get involved::
OTO_Henz says:
#::pulls out his disruptor and aims it at the boy as well::
Host Gul_Mileck says:
@Glinn: Pomar, see what you can do to help get this Federation officer to the safety of their ship
OTO_Photz says:
#BOY: One...
CMO_Kimura says:
@Mileck: You and your team are going with us. Have your men take Runninghorse and follow me.
OTO_Photz says:
#BOY: Two...
Glinn_Pomar says:
@Mileck: Understood but what about you?
Host Gul_Mileck says:
@Glinn: I'm going to see if I can find out more about what's going on.... ::walks away without acknowledging Pomar's response, knowing his officer will obey without question::
Host Gul_Mileck says:
@Self: Somebody needs to find out what's really going on here... and why......
OPS_L`yaian says:
@::nods at the Doctor::
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Arises from hiding. Uses his staff to deliver several well placed blows to the officer closest to him::
OTO_Photz says:
#BOY: Thr... AH! ::gets hit as he drops his disruptor::
Host Gul_Mileck says:
@::mumbles some more about the level of covert training the Feds have once again proven they are incapable of::
FCO_Williams says:
#::shakes head and joins the CNS in attacking the Orions::
OTO_Henz says:
#Photz: Wha? ::looks at his partner as he screams::
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Turns to defend against the other::
FCO_Williams says:
#::stands and fires his weapon at the other::
CNS_Bauer says:
#BOY: Take cover!
CMO_Kimura says:
@Pomar: WELL! MOVE! Get your men in gear!
OTO_Henz says:
#::sees the Counselor and raises his disruptor, but at the same time gets hit by the FCO's phaser blast and falls down unconscious::
CMO_Kimura says:
@::gets up and starts walking towards the hanger bay::
OTO_Photz says:
#::recovers himself and fires a shot missing the CNS by inches::
Glinn_Pomar says:
@CMO: Stop shouting I heard you the first time. ::helps to lift the gallant CEO::
FCO_Williams says:
#CNS: I'm not really comfortable with this; we are supposed to be covert. Let's get the boy and see what he knows.
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Sees Williams is taking care of the other and returns his attentions to the SEC on the ground::
FCO_Williams says:
#::returns fire::
Boy says:
#::stays on the ground hands over his head::
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Pulls phaser and fires into the man's chest at Maximum stun::
OTO_Photz says:
#::gets hit in the chest and falls unconscious::
CMO_Kimura says:
@::grumbles at the Cardassian's lack of efficiency::
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Checks to see how the Lieutenant is doing::
Glinn_Pomar says:
@CMO: I heard that and it was your CO that she saved so shut up and help fix her.
FCO_Williams says:
#::moves toward the boy, and grabs his arm:: Boy: Come with us. ::moves towards the CNS::
CMO_Kimura says:
@Pomar: I definitely DON'T need your smart comments, Pomar. ::marches to the shuttle and opens the hatch::
Boy says:
#FCO: Who are you? I... ::sees the CNS:: ...I remember you...  you're the guy they paid me to run into...
OPS_L`yaian says:
@::follows behind the CMO & the Glinn::
CNS_Bauer says:
#BOY: Paid you? Who paid you?
CNS_Bauer says:
#BOY: I think you better tell us who you are and what is going on here. What is this place?
Glinn_Pomar says:
@:: continues to assist the OPS and the CMO with the CEO::
Boy says:
#CNS: I dunno... some Cardassian I think.
CMO_Kimura says:
@Pomar: Lay her on the floor. ::opens a cabinet and retrieves the medikit::
CNS_Bauer says:
#BOY: Why would a Cardassian pay you to bump into me?
FCO_Williams says:
#Boy: This man ::points to the CNS:: paid you to run into us?
Glinn_Pomar says:
@::carefully lays the CEO on the floor and puts her coat under her head::
Boy says:
#CNS: I think this is a cloning facility. Rather than taking real humans into slavery, the green men think it is better to grow us into slaves.
Boy says:
# CNS: I dunno. I didn't ask. I got two slips of gold pressed latinum though. ::takes out his latinum:: Shiny!
FCO_Williams says:
#Boy/CNS: That seems a lot for such a simple task.
CNS_Bauer says:
#BOY/FCO: I thought it would be something like that. Slave trading.... and manufacturing. This lab we are in... It must belong to someone. Who cares for ...all of you... boys ::looks around at all the stasis chambers::
FCO_Williams says:
#::looks at the currency in the Boy's hand::
FCO_Williams says:
#Boy: How long have you been here? Who brought you here?
CNS_Bauer says:
#BOY: Those yellow crystals you had. What are they?
Boy says:
#::shrugs his shoulders::
Boy says:
#CNS: I dunno. He's green though.
Boy says:
#FCO: I was born here.
CMO_Kimura says:
@Pomar: Good boy... ::checks her pulse::
CNS_Bauer says:
#FCO: Orion! BOY: The crystals...?
Glinn_Pomar says:
@CMO: Is she going to be ok???? I have never seen such loyalty in a human and for the life of her captain.
CMO_Kimura says:
@Pomar: Of course she is...
CMO_Kimura says:
@::runs a scan on the CEO::
Boy says:
#CNS: I dunno. I was only told to drop them once I bumped into you and to pick up as many as I could and return to the meeting spot.
FCO_Williams says:
#Boy: Born here? What's the best way out of here? CNS: Do we have enough downloaded to get out of here?
CNS_Bauer says:
#FCO: That’s what this base is for. That's why the Orion's are here using it. They're creating and selling these boys as slaves.
OPS_L`yaian says:
@::sits in the doorway of the shuttle, well aware her klutziness will get in the way of the doctor, and keeping an eye out for trouble::
FCO_Williams says:
#Boy: What meeting spot?
CMO_Kimura says:
@All: Oh, yes... she'll be fine... just hurting...
Boy says:
#FCO: I dunno where that is... but I can show you.
CNS_Bauer says:
#FCO: We're taking the boy. Let's go.
FCO_Williams says:
#::looks at control panel again:: Boy: Good. CNS: Let’s see what we see.
CMO_Kimura says:
@All: Knife is lodged in her sternum... ::administers pain meds::
CNS_Bauer says:
#BOY: We can help you but, not tricks...understood?
FCO_Williams says:
#::indicates for the boy to lead the way::
Boy says:
#CNS: I was born to serve people.
Boy says:
#::walks into the turbolift::
CNS_Bauer says:
#BOY: Nonsense! Slavery is wrong. This must be put a stop to.
FCO_Williams says:
#:: follows boy, continues looking out for trouble::
FCO_Williams says:
#::enters code for lift::
CMO_Kimura says:
@ALL: Hold her down.
Boy says:
#::waits for the others::
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Follows out leaving Grey to secure the unconscious guards before we go::
CMO_Kimura says:
@::sweeps the hair from her shoulders and ties it back::
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Follows into the Turbolift::
CMO_Kimura says:
@::rolls up her sleeves and checks the scan one more time::
Glinn_Pomar says:
@::watches the CMO work on this loyal human::
OTO_Photz says:
ACTION: THE TURBOLIFT DOORS CLOSE AND THEY BEGIN TO MOVE INTO THE UPPER LEVELS.
CNS_Bauer says:
#FCO: Be ready for anything.
Boy says:
#FCO: The Promenade. That's where the Cardassian told me to go.
CMO_Kimura says:
@::wraps her hands around the knife and with a sharp upward pull dislodges the knife:: ALL; There we go.
CNS_Bauer says:
#FCO: The promenade? That's where we started isn't it?
CMO_Kimura says:
@::administers coagulant aids::
CEO_Lt_Running_Horse says:
@::feels a tug at her chest and sees her wolf guide spirit and they are running fast through the forest after their prey::
CMO_Kimura says:
@::tears the CEO's shirt and puts a bandage on the wound::
CMO_Kimura says:
@ALL: Lift up her head and her butt, please.
OPS_L`yaian says:
@::one ear tilted backwards, listening to what’s happening inside, the other ear cocked forwards, paying attention to the activity in the docking area::
FCO_Williams says:
#Boy/CNS: OK, That's where we begin
CNS_Bauer says:
#BOY: Did you meet up with this Cardassian you were supposed to meet, yet?
CEO_Lt_Running_Horse says:
@::running faster as they near the prey and finally catches it::
Boy says:
#CNS: I don't know. He was wearing a hood thing.
CMO_Kimura says:
@::quickly wraps more bandages around the CEO's chest::
CNS_Bauer says:
#BOY: What did he say to you?
OTO_Photz says:
#ACTION: THE TURBOLIFT STOPS AND OPENS ON THE PROMENADE. THE TURBOLIFT OCCUPANTS SEE THE LAST REMNANTS OF THE BAR FIGHT SETTLING DOWN.
CMO_Kimura says:
@::checks the scan and nods:: ALL: She'll be alright. Broken sternum, but it's pretty intact and not puncturing any lungs.
CEO_Lt_Running_Horse says:
@::hears her guide say:: Running Horse: Never give up the chase be as strong as you are and you will be even stronger. You are not a quitter nor are you one to give up. Keep sight of your spirit guide and he will always be there to keep you strong.
CNS_Bauer says:
#FCO: Looks like they had a bit of excitement here ::Notices trashed bar::
Boy says:
#CNS: He said I did good.
Glinn_Pomar says:
@CMO: Yes I see that and I am thankful but will she truly be alright as far as her mental state? Taking a knife that was meant for someone else can be traumatizing as well.
CNS_Bauer says:
#BOY: That man was not your friend.
CMO_Kimura says:
@Pomar: No. It won't be. She's obviously very stable to take a knife to the chest.
CMO_Kimura says:
@::gets up and gets a stretcher from the cabinet:: ALL: Lift her up very carefully.
CMO_Kimura says:
@::quickly slides the stretcher under the CEO and secures her on it, being careful to not depress her chest::
Glinn_Pomar says:
@::complies and demands to take the other side of her head and lifts it gently::
CMO_Kimura says:
@OPS: Verai! What's happening out there?
FCO_Williams says:
#CNS: Yes they have. I wasn't involved for a change.
OPS_L`yaian says:
@::shakes head:: CMO: Nothing, thank goodness.
FCO_Williams says:
#Boy: Which way now?
CNS_Bauer says:
#BOY: If you see the man here on the Promenade let me know. FCO: We should keep a low profile here. Until we see what's what.
Boy says:
#FCO: Just over there, behind that store.
FCO_Williams says:
#CNS Agreed, wouldn't do to get tied up in that mess.
Glinn_Pomar says:
@::silently thinks Please CEO, get better don't die as you are a great and loyal individual::
Boy says:
#CNS: Sure thing, boss.
CMO_Kimura says:
@OPS: Contact the other Away Team. I think it is time to get back to the Geneva.
FCO_Williams says:
#::indicates to the boy he should continue leading the way:: CNS: t will take their attention off us for a while.
Host Gul_Mileck says:
ACTION: ABOUT THIS TIME, THE CARDASSIAN GUL SOMEHOW MANAGES TO SHOW UP BACK AT THE SHUTTLE... HIS TIMING IMPECABLE
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Begins to move towards the back of the store the boy indicated:: BOY/FCO: Let's observe from afar. BOY: Tell me if you recognize anyone.
Boy says:
#::walks towards the rear of the store::
Boy says:
#CNS: Nope, no one I can see...
CEO_Lt_Running_Horse says:
@::is seeing her ancestral homelands and seeing the great white buffalo and its medicine is strong::
Boy says:
#CNS/FCO: Well, this is it.
Host Gul_Mileck says:
@AT: Well, I see you all arrived.... could you make much more of a spectacle of yourselves????? So much for covert operations..... I on the other hand have managed to contact a few people and learn a few things about our mission here.....
FCO_Williams says:
#CNS/Boy: OK, let's wait and see who shows up. ::begins to make himself comfortable::
CEO_Lt_Running_Horse says:
@::begins to mouth the words of her prayer to the Great Spirit::
Host Gul_Mileck says:
::seemingly disregarding completely the situation with the injured Geneva officer::
CMO_Kimura says:
@Pomar: You might want to contact your people too.
OPS_L`yaian says:
@::nods and stands:: CMO: Yes ma'am ::walks away from the shuttle, ignoring the Gul, whom she's taken a rather large disliking to, and considers how to best handle contacting the other team::
CNS_Bauer says:
#:: Joins the Lt. in settling into stake out mode:: BOY: Sit kid....You got a name, by any chance?
Glinn_Pomar says:
@::looking at Mileck:: Mileck: What are you doing here and just standing around when this gallant woman put her life in jeopardy to save her captain. Sir, please help us to get her on the shuttle. Sir, I must insist please.
Boy says:
#CNS: Name?
Host Gul_Mileck says:
@Pomar: Belay that Pomar.... we don't want to "expose" our people here :: revealing there are more Cardassians "in place" than he'd ever previously revealed to the Geneva officers::
FCO_Williams says:
#::watching the passing parade::
CNS_Bauer says:
#BOY: A personal designation? Something to call you other than "boy.” I feel like Tarzan.
OPS_L`yaian says:
@::recalls she spotted the other team on the promenade earlier, and heads back in that direction, hoping they may still be in that area::
FCO_Williams says:
#::takes the time to look at the boy more closely::
Boy says:
#CNS: I dunno. They just call me 'boy', or 'kid', or 'human child'.
Glinn_Pomar says:
Mileck:  Expose who? Them or your own people? It makes no difference now. We have been found out and unless we do something we will lose all that we have fought for.
OTO_Photz says:
ACTION: VERAI CAN'T FIND THE OTHER AWAY TEAM ON THE PROMENADE AS THEY ARE IN HIDING.
CNS_Bauer says:
#BOY: That won't do. I'm going to call you.. Ed!
FCO_Williams says:
#::notices OPS walking up the promenade then turn and walk away, seeming not to see them:: CNS: There's Verai. Don't let here see us.
Boy says:
#CNS: Ed?
FCO_Williams says:
#CNS: Ed?
CNS_Bauer says:
#FCO: Yeah, Ed. Lt. Williams....meet...Ed. ::Pats the kid on the back::
FCO_Williams says:
#Boy: Hi Ed. ::settles back and continues to watch::
OPS_L`yaian says:
@::sighs, and turns, standing off to one side where she won't be easily overheard:: *XO*: Verai to team two, where are you guys?
CNS_Bauer says:
#FCO: Verai?! ::Whispers::
Glinn_Pomar says:
Mileck: Please sir I understand for the secrecy but this was something that was not planned. It was an accident and one that we need to diffuse fast before more of them are revealed.
CNS_Bauer says:
#FCO: What's she doing here?
OTO_Photz says:
ACTION: THE TWO OFFICERS HEAR THE FAMILIAR SOUND OF A FEDERATION COMBADGE, BUT REALIZE QUICKLY THAT THE SOURCE BELONGS TO NEITHER OF THEIR COMBADGES.
CMO_Kimura says:
@::wipes the blood from her shirt with a towel and goes towards the cockpit::
FCO_Williams says:
#CNS: Yeah, I just saw here for a second. Looked like she was looking for something or someone. Maybe us, I don't know.
Host Gul_Mileck says:
@Pomar: I reveal what needs to be revealed when I choose to reveal it...  they need to get beyond this and consider the mission that's at stake here and focus on that, not the injury to one officer
FCO_Williams says:
#CNS: I just kept hidden.
Host Gul_Mileck says:
@Pomar: You should know this by now
OPS_L`yaian says:
@::still looking around, hoping to still spot the other Away Team...::
CMO_Kimura says:
@Self: Ahhh... where is it...?
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Leans out to spot her then, FCO: You here that? A combadge! It wasn't mine.
Host Gul_Mileck says:
@Pomar: There's much more at stake here than meets anyone's eyes
OPS_L`yaian says:
@::waiting patiently for some sort of response::
CMO_Kimura says:
@::hunts around for something but stops as she hears Mileck's voice::
OTO_Photz says:
#ACTION: THE SOURCE OF THE COMBADGE APPEARED TO HAVE ORIGINATEDABOVE THEM.
FCO_Williams says:
#::hears COMM, startled:: CNS: What is she doing? Do we reply or not ::not sure how to proceed::
Glinn_Pomar says:
@Mileck: I know sir it is just that I wish things were different.
CMO_Kimura says:
@::pokes her head out:: Mileck: Mileck! You mind filling me in on where you've been?
CNS_Bauer says:
#FCO: It came from overhead. It could be "Mr. Taal.”
Host Gul_Mileck says:
@Pomar: have you been hanging around these Starfleet officers too long already???
CEO_Lt_Running_Horse says:
@::now her prayers to the Great Spirit can be heard as a whisper::
Host Gul_Mileck says:
@CMO: Finally, a Starfleet officer who seems more interested in her mission than her immediate situation
CMO_Kimura says:
@::walks out and meets the two officers, her hands on her hips::
Glinn_Pomar says:
@Mileck: No sir. It was just my opinion.
CNS_Bauer says:
#FCO: Maintain COM silence.
CMO_Kimura says:
@Mileck: Unlike your incompetent Pomar here, yes, I am. Now what's been happening?
OPS_L`yaian says:
@::grumbles a bit and hits the combadge again:: *XO* I repeat, Verai to Taal, where are you? We have one team member injured, think something weird is going on here... ::pauses, wondering if that's so wise, when it's directed at Commander Taal of all people right now...::
FCO_Williams says:
#::Looks around trying to find the source of the transmission:: CNS: No need to tell me twice, I think we are onto something big. Now would not be a good time to put that at risk.
CNS_Bauer says:
#FCO: Shhhh. Mr. Taal is directly above us.
Glinn_Pomar says:
@::stares at the CMO:: CMO: First off, I am not incompetent. And second I would give my life for the empire.
FCO_Williams says:
#::glances about trying to pinpoint the XO's position::
CMO_Kimura says:
@Pomar: Oh ho! So you do have a spine? I'm glad. ::turns to Mileck:: Mileck: We are also missing our good Captain and a good deal of information.
OTO_Photz says:
ACTION: UPON FURTHER INVESTIGATION, THE TWO OFFICERS FIND THE COMBADGE OF "MR. TAAL" ATTACHED TO THE WALL.
OTO_Photz says:
=/\==/\==/\=PAUSE MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
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